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Abstract

A solution for the problem of reusability of software system for batch production systems is proposed. It is based on ISA S88 standard that prescribes the abstraction of elements in the manufacturing system that is equipment, processes and procedures abstraction, required to make a product batch. An easy to apply data scheme, compatible with the standard, is developed for management of production information. In addition to flexibility provided by the S88 standard, software system reusability requires a solution supporting manufacturing equipment reconfigurability. Toward this end a coupling mechanism is developed. A software tool, including these solutions, was developed and validated at laboratory level, using product manufacturing information of an actual plant.

Introduction

Market turbulence forces manufacturing companies to handle a wide variety of products and frequent changes in the manufacturing floor. Software tools, especially those directly connected to shop floor level must be adapted to new products manufacturing as well as coupled with a varying set of manufacturing equipment. In this direction, the ISA S88 standard, [1], provides an important support for the development of flexible batch production system.

The S88 standard provides models and terminology to abstract the manufacturing system. An important feature of the standard is that recipe and equipment information are abstracted separately, thereby supporting system flexibility([2], [3]). From the point of view of information management, this separation allows a recipe to be associated with different set of equipment as well as a set of equipment to be associated with various recipes.

This type of adaptability focuses on production recipe, as it facilitates changes in the recipe as well as introduction of new product recipes. However, adaptability regarding manufacturing equipment is limited to information management level, since equipment integration process is outside the standard scope. Even though diversity of manufacturing equipment supports reconfigurable manufacturing system implementation, it becomes a challenge for software systems developers.

In the current manufacturing systems, a set of key characteristics are required as described by [4], including scalability (in terms of production volume) and integrability (ready integration and future introduction of new technologies). These characteristics lead to consider, during the integration process of software tool and manufacturing equipment, several factors such as physical media of communication, programming languages, nature of equipment and coupling components of computing platform. For such factors,[5], [6] and [7], among others, state that it is practically impossible to achieve a standard or set of standards, that represent the best solution for all cases and aspects of integration to be widely known and accepted by all equipment manufacturers. So that, a nonstandard dependent solution must be incorporated to the software system, in order to support system equipment adaptability.

The objective of this article is to provide a solution to the problem of production software tools reusability. The solution is based on models proposed by the S88 standard and a loose coupling mechanisms to be developed for software system / manufacturing equipment integration. The proposed solution was validated using a software tool for production process flow coordination, applied to a batch production system using data from an actual plant.

This document is organized as follows: section 2 presents some basic ideas regarding adaptability concept. A brief description of the ISA S88 standard models is given in section 3. A data scheme is proposed in section 4 for manufacturing information management compatible with S88 standard. In order to support reconfigurability a loose coupling mechanism is developed and described in section 5. A brief description of S88 standards models application is given in section 6. In section 7 the developed software tool for product flow coordination is described. Validation process, results and discussion are given in sections 8 and 9 respectively. Finally, relevant conclusions are given in section 10.
Reusability
In the past, several terms have been used to refer software system reusability such as flexibility, extensibility, changeability, reconfigurability, adaptability, among others. However, due to the complexity of the system reusability problem, a set of terms to support a gradual approach to its solution is proposed here. Toward this end, the reusability problem is decomposed into a three stage progressively process as follows: a). Flexibility for production of several products, b). Reconfigurability for equipment set modification and c). Reusability for system application in different shop floor facilities. At the first stage, the system, once in operation, is capable to produce a set of products without modification in source code, what some authors describe as product or production flexibility, [8], [9] and [10]. A second stage, corresponds to software system supporting manufacturing equipment set modifications, this research line is known as the reconfigurable system problem, [11] and [12]. Third stage, reusability, corresponds to the system capacity to be easily applied in different shop floor facilities.

ISA S88 standard models
ISA S88 standard is based on three main models: Physical, Process and Procedure Control models, Fig. 1. They consist on a standard hierarchy of abstraction levels. The physical model represents the manufacturing equipment. Activities of the production processes are abstracted in the Process model. Finally, procedure Control model contains the information regarding equipment control during process execution.

Fig. 1. Basic modeling of ISA S88 standard.

Data scheme for S88 standard models
This section proposes a way to represent the three standard models in a data base. Abstraction of the production system elements in the data model is not explicitly addressed in the standard. A simple and easily to apply data scheme, compatible with S88 standard, was developed for this project. In Fig. 2 relevant elements of the data scheme are shown. A brief explanation of the scheme is given in the following.

Unit-Equipment Module table was introduced to support the n-n association of units and equipment module, as prescribed in the standard. Also, each one of this elements association, may be associated to n control modules and vice versa. A representation of it is the Unity-Equipment Module-Control Module table. The same structure of association takes place at procedure unit, operation and phase levels at procedure control model. Furthermore, the standard established that the models must be associated at equipment module and phase levels. This association is represented in the table named Phase-Equipment Module. This scheme may be considered as the core of the system where the production software tool identifies the basic information regarding the manufacturing system operation. As an example, a task dispatching software tool reads information regarding operations to be performed and the equipment assigned for executing them. Extra tables may be added according to the information required by the specific software tool. For example, information regarding phase precedence conditions is required by a dispatcher tool. An extra table, Arch was added to represent precedence conditions as a network of phases as shown in Fig. 2.

Loose coupling mechanism for software system / manufacturing equipment integration
In addition to store information in an appropriate manner, production software system requires manufacturing equipment adaptability. An ample variety of standards is available for supporting each of the required integration levels. Well known standards such as RS-232, Ethernet, USB, IEEE 485, and IEEE 488, among others are available for communication at physical level. Also, there are standards, for different levels, widely used like DeviceNet, OPC, MAP, AS-I and IEEE / NEMI PR 1533-1998, among others.

At higher level of communication, there are standards, called by some authors wire protocols, [13], where several operation environments may be found. Such environments are coupled based on software elements. That is the case of solutions based on the concept of drivers, ([14] and [15]), or envelope elements [16].
In this way, each one of the manufacturing equipment is seen as a software element or object to be operated by the software system. Such elements (intermediaries) perform a dual function consisting of presenting a homogeneous view of the manufacturing equipment to the software system while handling internally the particularities of the equipment functionality. Under this reasoning, the object-oriented paradigm has been used for a long time as a basis for proposals to solve this integration problem, where the advantages of the paradigm have been proclaimed,([17], [18], [19], [20], [21]). Much of the efforts have focused on meeting requirements imposed by the operating environment of distributed objects, [22].There are software solutions based on component technology such as CORBA, DCOM,.NET, Java or message queues. These technologies have supported the development of effective environments of operation, so that much of the system could be built using one of these technologies, but the problem arises when one system requires more than one of these technologies (e.g. MSMQ and JAVA), because of this type of development requires considerable effort, [6] and [23]. For those situations, web service-oriented solutions are a better approach, since they make use of the stack of internet standards (3WC), widespread and accepted by various computer platforms, [24]. Other advanced approaches for solution of software system-manufacturing equipment integration are presented using automatic discovery (detection) and integration of equipment, ([25], [26]), employing service oriented architecture (SOA) such as Universal Plug and Play architecture ([27], [28]), and solutions reported in the area of pervasive or ubiquitous computing,[29].

In order to overcome the requirement imposed by availability of multiple standards for each level of the coupling software system/equipment controller, a loose coupling based mechanism is proposed in the following.

The reasoning supporting the proposed loose coupling mechanism is based on concepts such as delegation, discretion and focus attention. Delegation implies that software system should avoid taking care of specific details when commanding manufacturing equipment. Such details should be delegated to intermediate (external) coupling elements. Thus, the manufacturing equipment is to be abstracted as generic equipment objects what [1](Lichtveld & Van der Zon, 2002) describe as generic components. Discretion suggests looking for a classification of manufacturing operations without excess of details (discrete classification). The classifications made by some authors ([1], [2], [3])for manufacturing operations were considered here as a basis for a tractable classification.
of four types of equipment: transportation, manipulation, processing and storage/retrieving. Furthermore, loose coupling is complemented by focus attention that is software system focusing only on controllable and essential behaviors, providing the freedom for subordinates to adapt the behavior to local needs. In addition, it is to be taken into account the recommendation made by some authors on using general purpose, widely disseminated and accepted technologies ([4], [5],[6]), concept identified, in organizational design community, as cultural preferences or shared values. A description of the implementation of the proposed mechanism, based on the above reasoning, is given in the following. A classification of four coupling levels is proposed as shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Loose coupling mechanism.](image)

The first level or stage, software system (i.e. dispatcher) communicate to equipment controller through a proxy object (CEquipment) as if the controller were located in the same dispatcher application (same address space), this is achieved using software component technology. In second level, proxy object takes care of wire protocol required by the next stage (i.e. MSMQ, Web service, among others), making it transparent to software system. The third level, envelope level, communicates to driver object. On the Fourth level, driver object hides controller particularities to envelope object, such as physical media (i.e. USB, Ethernet, among others) and specific commands. Communication between envelope and driver object is to be made using software technology component. So that, modification of driver objects, due to controller change, is a straightforward task. Since, it is supported by software component technology.

**ISA S88 standard based modeling of a batch production system.**

An actual plant of chemicals products was used as a reference for this research project. For space reasons the description herein of the modeling process is focused on a representative cell. The elements containing by the cell are illustrated in Fig. 4. These elements correspond to feeding equipment (valves and pump), a mixer (motor driven), discharge equipment (valve and pump) and cooling equipment (valve and coil). This cell was selected to illustrate the modeling process and application of a software system. In the following a description of the system modeling using the three basic models of standard ISA S88 is given.

![Fig. 4. Representative cell in the batch production plant.](image)

1.1. Physical model.

In this model, the physical elements of the manufacturing systems are located in their respective levels (Cell, Unit, Equipment module and Control module) as shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5. ISA S-88 standard based physical model of the representative cell.](image)

1.2. Procedure control model.

This model describes the structure for process execution, Fig. 6. The combination of this model and physical model generates a process model that describes the process to be executed in the process unit (recipe parameters and sequence).
1.3. Process model.
The process model for P-1 product is shown in Fig. 7. The parameters (i.e. amount) of each ingredient are included in this model.

7. Software tool for production flow and processing coordination.
This type of software systems makes the function of commanding production equipment based on the process information. [30]. The developed software tool contains four main subsystems: production system

Once the software system has been configured, the user, taking advantage of the flexibility supported by the S88, through this module can make modifications to processes, procedures and manufacturing equipment.

The production system coordinator dispatches production orders to the respective equipment, taking into account the phase precedence conditions and process information, regarding the particular product. Equipment control is the software subsystem closest to equipment controllers, which supports communication with the physical equipment for operation and monitoring. This situation involves management of several types of standards (i.e. Physical media, programming language, controller commands), which depends mainly on type and manufacturer of the equipment. A relevant requirement for software system reconfigurability is adaptability to different manufacturing equipment as described in section 2. Toward this end, the proposed coupling mechanism described in section 5 was implemented and included in the software tool, as shown in Fig. 8. It was implemented using .NET platform.

As described in the coupling mechanism, each one of the equipment controllers is wrapped by an envelope software object (CEEnvelope) that implements the specific communication protocol of the controller, supported by the driver object (CDriver), as shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the proxy object (CEquipment) communicates to this object using a controller independent protocol. In order to validate the coupling mechanism, different controllers were integrated into the system using different physical media. Also, various communication protocols were implemented at proxy and envelope communication level, using general purpose technologies such as message queues (MSMQ) and Web Services as illustrated in Fig. 9.

![Diagram of the software tool](image-url)
Results and discussion.

The proposed loose coupled mechanisms, shown in Fig. 8, allows software tool sending the order, either as a message or method call, directly to a homogeneous object (CEnvelope), regardless of wire protocol and particularities of the specific controller. It is important to note, that communication between software tool and proxy object (CEnvelope) is very straight forward since both are to be running on the same computer platform (component software technology). Furthermore, CEnvelope takes care of communication details regarding computer platform of the specific equipment controller. In this way, software tool is isolated from this specific computer platform. At the other side, equipment controller shows a very common source of proprietary protocols, such as physical communication media, programming language and controller commands. CDriver object is included in the mechanism in order to take care of these particularities. Communication between CEnvelope and CDriver type of objects is carried out taking advantages of software component technology.

The proposed coupling mechanism supports different equipment controllers through the integration of different implementation of the objects included in the mechanism. CEquipment and CDriver integration is to be made by means of dynamic code integration. Likewise, equipment software emulators may be integrated, during the development process of the system, and gradually be substituted by the real equipment controller.

The standard ISA S88, is proclaimed as an accepted solution for management of production process information in a batch production system [42]. A data scheme, S88 compliant, is presented in Fig. 2 as practical implementation (not included explicitly in the standard specifications) of the three standard models. The proposed data scheme supports flexibility of production process information management, that is, recipes information, equipment required, production operation sequences, as well as management options such as equipment-phases association or product-recipes modification. Even though the data scheme validation was made using actual plant information, it is important to make note that this data scheme include basic information only, that is, basic information for normal system operation (recipes, equipment,- adding, deleting, associating-) without taking into account...
abnormal situation to support dispatching rules to cope with system eventualities.

The resulting software system facilitates modification regarding processes, procedures and equipment associated to them, feature identified as flexibility (see section 2). This level of adaptability is supported mainly by S88 standard models together with their implementation in the proposed database schema. It also partially supports equipment set modification. In case that a required equipment is not part of the system (new equipment), or using an actual equipment instead of an emulator software object, new code may be required due to the particular controller communication protocol. This process is facilitated by the proposed coupling mechanism. Furthermore, flexibility and reconfigurability promotes reusability of the software tool, that is, management of a family of products and coupling of new manufacturing equipment. Thus, the proposed implementation of the ISA S88 standard models, preserve flexibility that is proclaimed in the standard. Also, the mechanism for coupling software tool with manufacturing equipment results an effective solution that supports reusability of the system.

Conclusions.

The proposed solution provides reusability to the production software tool. The implemented data model provides a simple and effective way of organizing information to be used by a shop floor control software tool, conforming to the S88 standard. The S88 standard supports software system flexibility that is complemented by the proposed coupling mechanism, providing software system reusability. It leads to a software system tool transparent to particularities of manufacturer and type of the production equipment. Also, it allows coupling manufacturing equipment not explicitly considered at software tool design time.

As a future work, an extension of this research is proposed where the described coupling mechanism and data scheme would be applied to the development of an order dispatcher system in an actual batch production system.
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